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Abstract
Most of the speech segmentation works are based on
the thresholds of parameters to segment the speech data
into phoiicmic units or syllabic units. In this paper, we formulate the threshold decision as a clustering problem. Feature parameters extracted from the analysis frame are
clustered into three types: silence, consonants, and vowels.
Distributed fuzzy rules which have been used in clustering
thenumerical data are used for this task. The distributed
fuzzy rules. which do not need many training data, have
good .performance in clustering problem and are beneficial
for clustering the features of speech data. Such method,
however. has many fuzzy if-then rules. So. we propose a
genetic-algorithm-based niethod for selectin2 a small number ofsignificant fuzzy if-then rules to construct a compact
fiizzy classification system with high classification power.
Ef'fectiveness of this approach has been substantiated by
classification experiments for continuous radio news
speech samples uttered by two females and two males.
keyword : speech segmentation; distributed fuzzy rules;
genetic-algorithm.

1. Introduction
The requirement of memory space and the complexity
of mathematical operations in large - vocabulary continuous speech recognition system, speech segmentation is an
important preprocessing work. In general, there are two
kinds of segmentation. One is phonemic unit segmentation
[ I ,2], which segments the speech into phonemes based on
the features of phonemes. The other is syllabic unit
segmentation[3,4]. Most of the syllabic unit segmentation
which locates the endpoints of an utterance are based on
two measures of the signal, zero crossing rate and energy.
For either phonemic unit segmentation or syllabic unit segmentation. the choice of thresholds of segmentation parameters is a basic and an important work. However, most
of the thresholds, which have been simply used for deciding voiced / unvoiced (the average value of first formant
band [ 1.21 ) or consonants; silence (zero crossing rate and
energy [3,4]) , are found by personal experience such
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that there exists some trade-offs in the decision. e.g.
Choosing higher threshold of energy causes losing error.
Setting lower threshold of energy causes adding error. By
this consideration, a preprocessing of speech segmentation
is necessary to classify speech into silence, consonant and
vowel. We formulate the decision c;f thresholds as c!ustering problem to avoid inadequate settings. The clustering
problem is solved by the fuzzy methodology. One of them,
which was proposed by Hisao, Ken, and Hideo[6], is the
"Distributed Fuzzy Rules". Without many training data, the
correct ratio for clustering unknown samples by the distributed fuzzyrules is high. This property is beneficial to scope
the features of utterances. However, when we deal with
speech classification problems, we always need a large
number of fuzzy if-then rules to achieve the high classification ability. Such process wastes time and can't be executed on a real-time system. Recently, genetic algorithms
are used extensively in many fields and its optimal results
are also satisfied by us. Hideo used triangular membership
function for training fuzzy rules and selecting fuzzy rules
by GA[7]. Owing to the character of speech signl, we use
exponential membership function. Therefore, this paper
proposes a genetic-algorithm-based approach to achieve
the high classification ability and construct a minimal set
of the fuzzy if-then rules. Our experimental results seem
encouraging this approach. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. Section I1 briefly describes the distributed fizzy rules and genetic algorithm. In Section 111,
we introduce the parameters for phonemic features and
classes. Section IV is our simulation result. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section V.

2. Phonemic Features Clustering Using Fuzzy
Rules and Genetic Algorithm

2.1 Distributed Fuzzy Rules
Hisao, Ken, and Hideo[6] proposed the "Distributed
Fuzzy Rules'' to cluster the numerical data using the triangular membership function. For only 3 classes and 9
training samples, the correct ratio for clustering unknown
samples is up to 90%. There are two conclusions: (1) Under the same fuzzy partition, the correct ratio by
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then [x,y] belongs to

i ,j
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=

[g,c];

1,2,.....,k; k = 2,3 ,...., L

(4)

becomes the distributed fuzzy rules. Different number of
fuzzy partitions is the difference between ordinary fuzzy
rules and distributed fuzzy rules. For L partitions, the distributed fuzzy rules are operated on L-1 unit spaces, i. e.
from 2 partitions to L partitions. The ordinary fuzzy rules
are operated only one unit space, i. e. the unit space is with
L partitions. Fig. 1 shows the representations of different
fuzzy rules. Clustering every subspaces from the training
data to obtain eq. ( 5 ) is the training purpose.

s3

(a) Labels and indices of fuzzy if-then rules (L=2)

if x i s 2 and y is

5k

then [x,y] belongs to class-x

(5)

In eq(5), class-x is the class with own data; the class with
maximum membership among all subspaces classes is the
class of unknown data. More details can be seen from
reference[ 61.

1

2.2 Genetic Algorithm
We can get the set of fuzzy rules by training some
speech data. Our problem in this section is to select fuzzy
rules from all the fuzzy rules to construct a compact rule
set with high classification power. We can briefly describes the Genetic algorithm operations as follows[7]:

(b) Distributed Fuzzy Rules (L=4)
Fig 1. The representations of different f w rules
distributed fuzzy rules is higher than by the ordinary fuzzy
rules; (2.) Even since fewer training samples, the correct ratio by distributed fuzzy rules to cluster unknown samples is
still higher. These properties are beneficial for clustering
the features of large speech data without many training
data. Because of the character of speech signals, we use the
following exponential membership function
i = 1, 2, _......,k (k 2 2)

p f ( x ) = exp(-p2(x- of)')

(1)
k

k

where p,(X) is the membership function of subspace A ,
and
k

i = l , 2, _ _
k,_ _ ,

Q,=(i-I)/(k-l),

xf

and y is

then [x,y] belongs to
ij

=

S,=l denotes that the nth rule is selected.

S,=-1 denotes that the nth rule is not selected.
S,=O denotes that the nth rule is a dummy rule.

ii) Fitness: Our purpose is to maximize the number of correctly classifield speech data by selected frizzy rules set S
and to minimize the number of fuzzy rules in S. So, the fitness value of each string can be formulated as

where

<

F(s)

is the fitness value(F(s) 2 0 ), NOC(s) is the number of correctly classified speech data by S and ]SI is the
Ws are positive
number of fuzzy rules in S. W,,and
weights.

[x:,
Y: 1;

1,2,.....____..._.__._.
,L

(3 1

where [ , x , y ] is one sample in unit square [0, I]x[O, 1 3 ,and
Y; ] is the subspace of unit square, and L is the fuzzy
pafiitions. Making some modifications of eq. (3) as

[x,

if x i s x and y is

N is the total number of fuzzy rules.

(2)

The ordinary fuzzy rules can be described as
if x is

i ) Initialization: Generate some initial populations randomly that contain some string (S=S ,S,......S,) where

Yr

iii) Reproduction: The selection probability of the individual S in new generation is proportional to its fitness value
iv) Crossover: We apply one point for crossover to the pair
of selected individuals such that we can get new
strings.(This step repeats pi2 times, where p is the number
of populations).

nii
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v ) Mutation: This operation can prevent strings to locate

into local optimization.

s, -+ s, x (-1)

(7)

cT
ry:s

Repeat steps iii, iv and v until satisfy the stopping
condition.

rate

o.,o

3. The Parameters for Phonemic Features and
Classes

1.0
vi

Fig 2. The distribution of classes for 20 training blocks
Two parameters, the average value of first formant
band (Vi ) and zero crossing rate. are used for clustering.
The first parameter is based on the spectral envelopes of
speech obtained by the unbiased log spectral estimation
[ 51. This parameter has been used in voicedhnvoiced decision, and has achieved good performance [ I .2]. It represents the degree of period of vowels. The second
parameter, usually be used to decide the startpoints and
endpoints of syllables [3,4], represents the degree of fricatives. These two parameters are in charge of the two axes
of fuzzy space to construct the distributed fuzzy rules.

1.0

zero
crossing
rate

0.0

Fig 3. The distribution of classes with CA for 20
training blocks
(Using triangular membership function)

The structures of Mandarin speech are different from
the other languages, such as English. Basically, the structures of Mandarin words can be expressed as

[Consonant,][Median,]Vowel[,Tail],

1.o
vi

-y1

(8)

c r s g

where [] is optional. In Mandarin, the Median may be pronounced as /i/, /id,or /iu/.The Tail may be pronounced as
in/ or /ng/. Since Median and Tail are at different positions
with vowels, they are the phonemes extracted from vowels
fron acoustic view point. Thus, we can reconstruct the
structures of Mandarin words as

0.0

1.0

vi
[Consonant,]Vowel.

(9)

Fig 4.The distribution of classes with GA for 20
Y

Since the structures of Mandarin words may be expressed
by eq. (9), we can conclude that the speech of Mandarin
can be classified into three classes: (1) silence-class;
(2)consonant-class; and (3)vowel-class. Table I shows the
relationship between phonemes and the classes.

training blocks
(Using exponential membership function)

Table I . Relationship between Classes and Phonemes

/Class

I

Phoneme

I

1 Population size

20

Number of generations

so

Crossover probability (Pc)

0.9

Mutation probability (P-)

0.02

Experimental speech data of 2 female and 2 male
speakers are sampled from the news on the radio. Fig.2
shows the regions of silence , consonants, and vowels
classes which came from 20 different numbers of block of
training data (4 seconds in each block). The genetic

4. Experiments for classification
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operations in section 2.2 are applied to this problem. We
use the triangular membership and exponential membership to train the fuzzy if-then rules, the selected fuzzy if.
then rules after 50 generations and the corresponding classification results are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4. In computer
simulation, the parameters of genetic algorithm are shown
i n Table I I . The results of classification by distributed
fuzzy rules using triangular membership function and exponential membership function are shown in Table Ill and
Table IV, respectively. From Table Ill, we can see that the
classification rate of Consonant is very bad when L=6 and
even we use more fuzzy rules by increasing L, the ciassification result is improved limitedly. So, it must exist many
dummy rules. From Table IV, we can see that the classification rate of Silence, Consonant and Vowel are high and
changed with different value of p ,even though it has only
90 fuzzy if-then rules.

Table V. Classification results with different value of L
by genetic algorithm.
(Using triangular membership function)
L=6

L=13 L=14 L=15

IL-12

8993% 181 13% 83.44% 87.87% 83 52%

Silence
Consonants (78.63% (85.17% 185.84% 181.25% ( 8 5 47%
Vowels

196.63% 196.79% 195.20% 196.89% 195.14%

averaee

188.40% 187.70% 188.16% 188.67% 188.04%

fuzzvrules

1

I

38

239

1

314

I

384

I

485

1

I
1

Table VI. Classification results with fj -10, L=6
by genetic algorithm.
(Using exponential membership function

Table Ill. Classification results with different values of L
by distributed fuzzy rules using triangular membership function.
L=13

L=6

L=12

94.35%

84.85% 84.85%

Silence
Consonants 70

L=I4

L=15

84.77% 85.21%

11%

83 54% 83 77%

83 84% 84 14%

98 76%

96 02% 95 95%

95 9 I% 95 87%

Vowels
/average

(87 74% 188 14% 188.19% 188 17% 188.41%

lfuzzyrules

I

90

I

649

I

818

11014

Silence

i p = 6 Ip=7 Ip=8 Ip=9
88.70%

88.24% 87.77%

98.05%

95.66% 95.30%

I

81.75

I

95.42

18.2

membership function is better than triangular membership
function. (4)Vowels belonging to the vowel-class are up to
95%. The vowel-class can represent the feature of Vowels.
( 5 ) Consonants in the consonant-class is about 8 1 %. Most
of the consonants, especially the fricatives, can be considered to be identified by the consonant-class. (6)Silence belonging to the silence-class is 88% or so. We use the
silence-class to represent the silence data.

p

I @ = IO 1

87.38% 87.23%

5. Concluding Remarks

Consonants 79.75% , 82.04% 82.96% 83.40% 83.70%
Vowels
1 average

88.22

1

I 1239 I

Table IV. Classification results with different values of
by distributed fuzzy rules using exponential
membership function(L = 6).

i

average

94.90% 94.68%

188.83% 188.65% 188.68% 188.56% 188.54%

I

In this paper a preprocessing of speech segmentation
is done and phonemic features are formulated as a clustering problem. The distributed fuzzy rules with genetic algorithms have been used successfully and the classification
result doesn't become worse when we decrease the hzzy
rules. There are two advantages for this approach. First,
the thresholds for classification work are found by clustering procedure to avoid inadequate setting. Second, during
the clustering procedure, the labels which represent the
features of phonemes are given for the speech data. This
information can provide not only for the classification
work but also can be used in the the consonants, vowel,
and silence messages for the further recognition work. After the preprocessing of speech segmentation, we need to

Table V and Table VI show the classification result by Senetic algorithm. Compared with Table I11 and Table V, we
know that even fuzzy rules decrease to 113, the classification result almost doesn't change. Compare with Table IV
and Table VI, we can see even fuzzy rules decrease to 115,
the classification result almost become worse. From these
observations, we have the following conclusions: (1)
Without ,many training data, the clustering results are almost the same.This is the property of distributed fuzzy
rules [6];(2)A genetic-algorithm-based method for selecting significant fuzzy if-then rules can construct a compact
fuzzy classification system (3)Using exponential
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construct mandarin word from the labeling sequence by
utilizing the structures mandarin words.
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